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Introduction 
 
There are numerous theories about the structure of universe. Some of them are more famous then 
the others, such as Big Bang theory, which base upon the matter of fact that the matter of universe 
is spreading along a time, from our point of view. This fact logically concerns existence of starting 
point of spreading in form of explosion, the start point at time-space line. In the matter of fact, there 
is much older model of universe, which we have inherited of our ancestors, like a metaphysical 
apple-man structure model, which much better matches the realm. This is about the universal fractal 
model, which base upon recursive geometry progression, thus merge the modern scientific point of 
view with metaphysical point of view of our ancestors. The base fractal structure consists of pear of 
energy vortexes, of the same qualities except the direction of spinning, which are supporting each 
other in their alternative oscillations, building the stable structure of higher order in resonant 
background field of vacuum. The resulting base shape of fractal model, which repeats in all fractal 
hierarchy levels, is spherical, directed within a background field, looking similar to an apple, or 
thick ring. Of this reason, the universal fractal model is famous as an apple-man model. What we 
get is a structure which consists of similar substructures, of which, each of them also consists of 
similar substructures, building in this way the fractal levels within each other.  
 
All oscillating fractal structures are in resonant way connected to each others, from the smallest 
fractal structure up to the largest. The smallest fractal structure is the smallest material particle, an 
electron, since the largest fractal structure includes the whole universe within itself. An apple shape 
structure is not always obvious, since only sometimes matches the physical shape. However, an 
electromagnetic energy is always expressed in form of apple, since it is always a dipole. For 
example, an apple which grows on apple tree crown is directed, having a stem and bottom. There 
are many apples in one apple tree crown. The apple tree as a whole living being consisting of trunk, 
crown, and root, is also in shape of apple. The next fractal level for all apple trees represents the 
whole planet Earth, with the same fractal structure. Further higher fractal level structures within a 
hierarchy are solar system, galaxy etc. All fractal subsystems in all fractal levels of existence are 
related to each other due to force of resonance, thus swinging and pulsing in harmony with each 
other and with Whole. Understanding of an universal fractal model is important for understanding 
the significance of harmony of unified Whole, of which are we also constitutive parts of, as well as 
everything else. Simple logical reasoning could be easily conclude that the universe as Whole, is a 
living being, since it includes the life species within itself. Furthermore, concerning the universal 
fractal model, it is easy to conclude that the life is not presented only at the planet Earth, but rather 
allover the universe.  
 
The life on Earth consists of many life species, of such genetic material which contributes to the 
global harmony, thus the life on Earth at all could be concerned to be a whole unit. Furthermore, the 
life on Earth is situated on the surface of the globe, thus the planet itself represents a living being of 
higher fractal hierarchy order. Since the property of life is to grow, to multiply and to spread 
around, and the planet as is couldn't be divided to spread as a cell, but rather the life species as a 
seeds of life, could be all together transported far away of they place of origin and spread allover 
around, on fertile ground, on planets of similar life conditions. Furthermore, the Solar system within 
the galaxy is also located on surface, so we could dedicate that for the life species, such as these 
presented on Earth, the planets with similar life conditions, could be found in stellar systems, 
located within the life zone, thus close to the surface of the galaxy.  
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Nature of background field 
 
The morphogenous, all-pervasive background field consists of standing waves organized upon 
universal fractal model. In all nature, in general, we would have two kinds of oscillations, the waves 
which oscillating perpendicular to the propagation direction, as well as the waves which oscillating 
longitudinal, along the propagation direction. Standing waves are longitudinal oscillating waves, 
which means that oscillation occurs along the propagation direction. This is the case when the rain 
drops are falling down on the calm water surface, which would produce the waves in concentric 
circles shape, which would seem to stay on the water surface, always at certain distance away from 
the center, although it is obviously that dynamic process of waving takes place. Such kind of waves 
are carriers of energy, since their energy could even be of higher intensity at long distance, then 
close to the source. Just remember to the famous anonymous opera diva, who is singing here high c, 
involving here whole body-soul-spiritual unity, thus the glasses on the shelf, in the other corner of 
the room, far away from here, are going to brake, because the resonance case occurs, since the 
frequency of here voice has matched the mechanical resonant properties of the glasses on the shelf. 
The similar methodology has been applied in architecture of ancient amphitheaters, to amplify the 
speech from performers at long distant sitting places, building the ceramic vessels of certain volume 
just under the far distant seats. The longitudinal oscillation are present allover in nature in such an 
occurrences as sound, light, and all another waves kinds.  
 
We could imagine that, in the matter of fact, the matter is just more dense energy, just like it occurs 
in cases of electrons, spinning around an atom core, or planets spinning around the central star. The 
smallest stable material particle, an electron, consists of two voltage vortexes which are spinning in 
opposed directions within vacuum environment, supporting each other in self-sustained way, 
present within the resonant background field. The force of resonance unify the particular fractal 
subsystems, thus their oscillations, being in harmony with fractal systems of higher order, enforce 
an elementary vortexes, which participate within an electron, to swing in appropriate rhythm as well 
as to build a smallest stable fractal structure, a smallest material particle, supplying it with 
necessary energy to keep the stability.  
 
In similar way, the subatomic elements, the contributors of atomic core, consist of similar 
combinations of voltage vortexes, unified in resonant way with each other within vacuum, building 
in this way the atomic core. The number of unique atoms, as possible combinations of elementary 
voltage vortexes, is finite, following an existing rule build within an background all-pervasive 
merphogeneous field, just like an information is modulated, or let's say imprinted, within the carrier 
signal of radio transmitter set. The matter of fact that the resonant force keep the system unified, 
means that the relationship between the fractal substructures of different hierarchy orders is 
bidirectional, based on feedback, thus self-sustained, self-supported, just like in case of the full trust 
bidirectional relationship, such as in case of Love, the highest unified force of Whole, present in the 
nature at all.  
 
The whole matter consists mostly just of empty space, since the total volume of more dense energy 
of some fractal, thus whole subsystem, represents just a small part of total volume of the whole 
subsystem. All energy-matter is in eternal motion, oscillating within a harmonic fractal structure, 
building an all-pervasive background field of eternal pulsating and living universe. In this way, on 
the first glance empty space, is not as empty as it seems to be, but it is rather full of different fractal 
energy structures, of different complexity and hierarchy levels, as well as voltage vortexes, their 
contributing parts, which all swinging together in harmonic dance, being universal expression of 
united Holy Whole. This whole, all-pervasive background field of universe, is modulated with 
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valuable information, mostly of intelligent life supporting content. The modulated information is of 
wide range of contents, thus frequencies, but the basic background life supportive information is 
Love. This is protective, supportive, life-giving force of harmony with Whole. Every single particle 
of universe, have right for being loved. Implementing brutal force to disturb a Love to be free 
shared allover the universe is a highest criminal delict, thus it has to be recognized as is, and 
stopped high efficiently, in all fractal hierarchy levels.  
 

 
The image above shows the oscillations of standing waves of three different frequencies, which are 
fractal harmoniously related to each other in 1:3 ratio. This means that each period of sinusoidal 
oscillations contains three periods of sinusoidal oscillations of the standing wave of three folds 
higher oscillation frequency. In this way, the background scalar field includes standing waves of all 
wave lengths, from the subatomic to cross-galactic size. The waving existent in space is of different 
intensities along the wave propagation trajectory propagating in pulsating way. The distance 
between the two next peaks of field intensity is called wave length. The oscillating background field 
contributes in the arrangement of matter in the universe, so that at certain areas of space the density 
of matter is much higher than at the rest of space. 
 
The morphogenous all-pervasive field of the Universe, which is of electromagnetic nature, is 
expressed by own oscillations as standing wave field of numerous harmonics, oscillating in 
harmony cord together. This background field is carrier of enormous energy which amount is 
infinite from the planetary point of view. We should just bear in mind, how small is the Earth 
within the home galaxy, or how huge is the energy that drives the galactic processes. Exactly this 
primary source of energy could be directly converted in any kind of useful energy, such as electrical 
energy, motion energy or similar, in order to stop global demolishing and to turn back disturbed 
natural equilibrium, which has been caused due to long term implementation of wrong selected 
technologies on large scale.  
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Nature of planet Earth 
 
We are all accustomed to the common explanation about the planetary properties, based on 
experience of physical senses. Although, we are convinced in existence of invisible, hidden, but 
evidently present spiritual life forces, as expression of presence of the rest of universe in our 
everyday life, we try to describe everything what occurs out of awareness based on physical senses, 
as just a dreams, or just an imagination, although without any suspicious in its presence, but 
however classified as not important, but rather disruptive for our everyday life activities. On the 
other hand, we are aware of the matter of fact that, the brain of human, however work far away of 
its full capacity, using just a few percents of its total capabilities. Some basic aspects, lighted from 
the viewpoint of an energy distribution across the universal fractal structure, are going to be 
explained in more details in next captures. Now, we're going to try to explain the nature of our 
home, the planet Earth, from an energy point of view, which was more or less, remained hidden 
from publicity, until recently. In the matter of fact, the basic explanation is as transparent and easy 
to understand, mostly because of simple fact that you already knew that. It is just another point of 
view, which implements an awareness of Whole, thus represents a simple example of holistic 
viewpoint, which could be, if understood and implemented in everyday awareness, of beneficial 
importance for everyone, as well as for a Whole.  
 
On the Earth surface, we have however special case, caused by directed electric field of very high 
voltage, situated between the Earth's ground and an ionosphere. This matter of fact, causes 
additional amplification of already existing terrestrial standing waves, which are results of natural 
process, of distribution of radiating solar energy. Let us try to explain how the energy distribution, 
thus universal supplying system, takes place within the resonant fractal universe. On this purpose, 
lets consider what's going on with an energy of planet Earth, as a sphere shaped body situated 
within an energy field of the Sun. How the planet Earth would impact on an energy field of Sun, 
and how the energy field would impact to the physical body of the planet.  
 
As any other body within an energy field, also the planet would reflect and absorb particularly an 
energy of an energy field, thus the reset of total incoming energy is going to transfer through the 
mater of a planet, without to interfere with it in any way. Reflected part of total energy amount 
depends on properties of so called protective shield of the planet, which is directly related to a total 
energy level of the globe. An absorbed part of total energy amount, is the most interesting to be 
analyzed. What we already know, concerns the matter of fact that, an energy absorbed from planet, 
which is of Solar origin, is however going to be converted to a heat, as well as the matter of fact that 
the heat is going to cool down across the planetary surface. What are we not aware of, are details 
about how it occurs, where the heat within the Earth is origin from, and how it sustains so long 
time, without to cool down completely. Lets try to put some light on these processes, from a basic 
point of view, analyzing an invisible energy exchange processes, which occur within the planet.  
 
An incoming solar energy is of very wide frequency range, which means that the particular 
oscillations of electromagnetic waves, which contributes as an energy carriers into Solar radiation 
field, oscillating in wide range of very slow to very fast. In this way, not only obviously light 
frequency range contributes into the Solar radiation, but rather the oscillations of higher 
frequencies, such as ultraviolet, x-rays, alpha, beta, gamma radiation, and beyond. In lower 
frequency range we have an infrared, as carrier of heat, as well as whole radio waves bandwidth, as 
constitutive waves within a Solar radiation. The most significant are longitudinal waves, which are 
pendulate along the propagation direction, since the global energy supply is directly related to this 
kind of radiation. Lets briefly remember at this place, on the harmonic theory of physical science, 
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which claims that any complex radiation could be refracted to a summary of simple sinusoidal 
signals of different amplitudes and frequencies. An awareness about this simple rule is of huge help 
in understanding the distribution of energy across the fractal universe.  
 
An absorbed energy waves of Solar origin, are going to penetrate deep within the planet, until the 
Core. One part of incoming amount of energy is going to be absorbed from the Core, another part of 
a total energy amount is going to be reflected back toward the Crust, in all directions, and the rest is 
going to passed through the Core without to affect its energy state at all. The part of energy amount 
reflected from a Core back toward the Crust, is going to be absorbed from the Crust, while another 
part is going to be reflected back toward the Core, and the rest is going to be transpassed through 
the Crust toward an outer space. The whole process is going to repeat again and again, so that we 
could talk about multiple reflection, which takes part within a planet.  
 
What we get in result, is higher energy density in Core and Crust areas. The Core corresponds to the 
focus of the globe, where an energy is going to be concentrated, being of higher intensity, thus of 
higher density. Due to multiple reflection, the Crust is also going to be of higher energy density 
then  in an area between Crust and Core. If we remember that an energy-matter is unified, thus both 
terms are just different descriptions of one single unity, which has been simplified described by 
famous Einsteins formula E = m * c², then it would be easy to conclude that more dense energy 
corresponds to more dense matter.  
 
As the result of multiple reflection of electromagnetic waves as energy carriers within the globe, we  
would get the standing waves, of different harmonics, swinging all together in harmony with each 
other, matching a physical resonant capabilities of the planet Earth. Furthermore, the standing 
waves are formed between the Crust surface and an ionosphere, spreading around, allover the 
planet, thus across the universe. The Earth's Crust, which seemingly has been formed randomly, in 
the matter of fact contributes to the global resonant capabilities, matching the universal fractal 
structure, thus the overall harmony. In the matter of fact, the whole planet represents an electrical 
capacitor, which consists of two conductive surfaces, charged with exactly the same quantity of 
electricity, just of opposed sign. The high voltage between an ionosphere and Ground is directed, 
thus direct current couldn't pass through, as it occurs in case of any electrical capacitor connected 
on generator of DC voltage pressure. An alternative current could pass through the capacitor, which 
in global case matches with standing waves, which are formed not only between the conductive 
surfaces, but rather far beyond both of them.  
 
The resonant landscape on the surface of the globe, plays a role of amplifier of such an frequencies, 
which are going to match particular resonant frequencies of hills, valleys, mountain peaks, rocks, 
columns, as well as all temples and living beings, such as threes, humans, and animals among the 
others. We could be aware of the matter of fact that these resonant objects are going to focus 
terrestrial energy within their own volume, depends on their shape and size, just like in case, for 
instance in pyramids. The size and shape of resonant objects, impact the frequency and intensity of 
standing waves focused within them. All stationary resonant objects build together a resonant 
network in fractal geometry structure, which significantly increase intensity of standing waves 
beams focused within them and radiated out of them. The standing waves invisible columns, since 
the frequency range is in radio waves bandwidth, are beamed toward the Heavens, supporting the 
energy balance of an ionosphere. These columns are well known as legendary Atlas columns, which 
support the Firmaments. The ancient Greeks hero Atlas was ab origin of legendary Atlantis 
civilization, which main behavior is respect and usage of law of unity of whole, implementing with 
high responsibility the knowledge of universal fractal model of nature in general. The original name 
of Atlas is probably Art-Lands, since this would match the evidences about his work. In similar way 
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the name of Atlantis could supposedly be Artlandtis, since people of this legendary ancient 
civilization were, no dob, endowed with sacred knowledge of highest significance for cultivating 
and keeping the resonant landscape network in global harmony, as necessity for supporting 
abundance of life at all, allover the globe.  
 
One of the side effects of resonant focused standing waves is to allow for freshwater springs to 
outbreak at higher areas, significantly improving for irrigation, thus agriculture and planteness of 
food and life at all. Spreading the forests across the large land surfaces, an optimal conditions for 
numerous life species are matched, thus the life growth in general is supported in doing so. The 
castle-hills, the crowns of the hills, have played significant role among the others, as an amplifiers 
of the standing wave field presented within the hills, to pull the ground water upwards, allowing for 
springs of living water to out break at higher altitudes. The better the resonance with local and 
global landscape network has been matched, the more accurate the water springs positions could be 
predicted and implemented. Similar capabilities have an ancient amphitheaters and labyrinths. The 
water cycling has been established in vertical way, also under the ground particularly, which is 
essential for saving an underground water resources of being spent due to vaporization. In the 
matter of fact the vertically water cycles are going to be chained, due to implementing an large 
enough forest surfaces, which would have an essential impact on micro and macro climatic 
conditions, since the defibrilation process occurs, which means that the cleaning of the capillaries of 
the green leaves takes place, causing a clouds to be formed above the forests and the rain to fall 
down to close the water cycling chain.  
 
The standing wave beams, formed resonantly across the global resonant landscape network, as 
mentioned above, represent an alternating energy, which pass through the global capacitor, as a 
feedback toward the rest of universe, which could be observed as a huge electrical circuit. The 
difference between common case electrical circuits and universal electrical circuit, is caused due to 
different carrier of energy. Since in convenient electrical circuits, the carrier of energy is electrical 
current flow through the conductors, in general, thus in universal electrical circuit, the energy 
carriers are longitudinal oscillating waves, as vortexes of voltage pressure spreading across an 
insulating environment, such as vacuum, all over the universe.  
 
What we have as result is an energy exchange among the different subsystems within the frame of 
fractal structure. As far as the resonant conditions are matched, the unified system of higher order, 
serve as energy supplying system to all its constitutive parts. This is the reason why the planet Earth 
is hot inside, since an energy of higher order within the fractal resonant structure, supplies it with 
necessary energy in resonant way. In this particularly case we are talking about the relationship of 
centers. All centers of lower fractal structure could be resonantly related to the center of higher 
fractal structure as well as among each other, being supported in this way with all essential 
information needed for life, if we would concern that the energy, in this particularly case represents, 
as carrier of information, an information source itself. In this way an universal energy supply 
system has been established, so that the necessary energy is being distributed across the whole 
fractal structured universe, in the top-down directed shortcut way, from the center of higher fractal 
structure order toward the centers of lower fractal structure order. The feedback is essential for 
matching the needs of the fractal subsystems, to get better quality of information necessary to 
support the life basically.  
 
Let us briefly reiterate the relationships between the Earth, Moon and Sun, from the viewpoint of 
energy distribution, involving particularly metaphysical informational inheritance of our ancestors, 
in order to merge an ancient and scientific point of view. An all-pervasive background field, present 
allover the universe, based upon a strictly energy order. All what we could be aware of, regardless if 
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it is of material or immaterial essence, consists of organized energy vortexes which spins within 
vacuum, imprinted within a fix frame. This could be another description of standing waves, as 
voltage vortexes in vacuum, which oscillate harmonically imprinted into self-sustained fractal 
frame. Just bear in mind that, circling of planets around the central stars, which rhythmically 
regularly repeat the circles again and again, is nothing else but oscillating. The frequency of 
oscillations is thereby expressed by number of circles per time unite. In similar way the Solar 
system is cycling around another stellar system, which together are related with center of galaxy 
and so on. In this way the centers of lower fractal structures are bounded with centers of higher 
fractal structures. The energy distribution in the whole system is directed from higher to lower 
fractal structure, and feedback information is directed from lower to higher fractal structure. 
Furthermore, the energy is carrier of bidirectional informational content, thus represents a 
communication system, which serves to support the life abundance at all. This is of high importance 
to understand in order to avoid abusing of the background field for communication of another 
purpose, such as at our planet is unfortunately wide and long term implemented for controlling, 
demolishing and manipulative purpose, in fighting for thalassocracy, a governing using the waves.  
 
The macro and micro structure of energy vortexes is the same, which has been described by the 
fractal structure frame. Just another description way of fractal structure represents the harmonically 
oscillating structure of the standing waves. Being aware of these matter of facts, we could easily 
understand the importance of relationship between the planet Earth and the Sun, the central star of 
the Solar system. We should not forget the presence of the Moon, a dancing partner of planet Earth, 
which represents an artificial made celestial body which main role is to stabilize an Earth's axes on 
which the planet revolves, thus to prevent of pole springs, and demolishing due to global 
catastrophes, allowing the planet to be suitable place for abundance of life.  
 
The reason why it is supposed the Moon to be artificial build satellite, is based upon the matter of 
fact that the Moon is empty within, which has been reported as result of analyzing an echo of 
explosion produced by lunohodka, Russian moon walker robot sent to investigate a Moon at late 
sixties, last century. The science of metaphysics, as inherited traditional knowledge, without 
acknowledgment based on evidences, contain an information about the Moon, which is among the 
others, along the time, going to be always more and more enlighted by evidences or witnesses, thus 
possible to be used as an accurate source of additional information. Accordingly to metaphysical 
content, we could be aware of symbolical meaning of planets situated between an Earht-Moon pear 
and Sun, thus Venus, a planet of Love and Mercury a planet of Wisdom. The closest to the center of 
energy and life supporting information is Mercury, a messenger of God Creator, and his servers, 
thus all another beings in harmony with Whole universe. Venus, the planet of Love, symbolically 
represents an informational content of all-pervasive field, thus imprinted informational content of 
the Sun radiation, a main energy source for the whole Solar system, as universal Love, the most 
important Life supporting information of the creative principal of Great Self, the Holy Spirit.  
 
This is the reason why in ancient religions systems, and philosophies, the Sun has been adored as 
source of God's Love and Wisdom, thus support of abundance of Life on Earth at all. This is the 
reason why enlighted rulers have been correlated themselves to the Sun. We could be aware of the 
differences among the rulers along the history, accordingly to their spiritual capabilities to 
understand the realm of universe, as intelligent huge being, a Creator who has been identified 
himself with whole Creation. Some of them blended by wrong ambitions, might, or poisons such as 
drugs, have been proclaimed themselves to be a Gods, or exclusive representatives for Sun on 
Earth, forgetting about Wisdom and Love, as basic support for harmony and abundance of life at 
all. These selfish rulers, has not been contributed to the harmony of Whole, thus they have been 
played the role of destroyers, who serve to death instead of Life and Light through Wisdom and 
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Love.  
 
Just bear in mind the different ways of description of, in fractal structure energy frame organized 
universe as intelligent being, of eternal harmony, love and life qualities, and traditional expressions 
of God Creator, the Great Self, the Holy Spirit of exactly the same capabilities.  
 
Let's try to reiterate one more time, how the universe could be understood as intelligent being. It is 
simple to get, if we accept the realm of presence of universal fractal frame as description of highest 
organized patterns of energy vortexes. Just everything is expression of harmony of energy 
organized in self-sustained fractal structures, even though our thoughts. In this way is easy to 
understand that one unit such as human being, is expression of whole. If we as human being could 
be intelligent, this means that the highest fractal structures are also intelligent. The relationships 
principal of distributing the intelligence and love among the universe, is just another expression of 
distribution of energy along the fractal patterns and levels cross the whole system, regardless how 
huge it is. It is self sustained principal, organized in bidirectional communication way, so called 
feedback. In this way, we are capable to merge an ancient traditional knowledge, with modern 
scientific knowledge, without to produce any conflict. In the matter of fact, our duty is to avoid 
conflicts, and collapses, thus the way of filtering of different traditions is already determined. 
Exactly avoiding of overall and particular collapses is possible to achieve merging the knowledge of 
our ancestors, based on their long term experience, with our scientific modern knowledge, keeping 
always this aim, as responsible adult beings, in front of our inner eyes.  
 
Let us just try to illustrate this in one simple example. We are aware of wrong philosophies present 
long time among humanity, based upon division in concurrent groups which then fight each other to 
win the role of master over the others. This destructive philosophy is established with intention to 
demolish a unity, and to produce a damage and waste. We call the traditional leader of such 
destruction Shizma. It is not to avoid an awareness of obviously presented correlation with artificial 
made cuckoo families, thus with their grafters. In this light, we could explain that the planet has 
been affected with parasitic species, of cuckoo behaviors, which intend to rule over, kill and replace 
an original species allover the world. We could be aware of existence of mighty human groups, 
although they have tried to stay undercover, who have warship behaviors of cuckoo, giant squids, 
hornets or even though the band worms, who all share the same genetic material among each other. 
This kind of tradition is to be avoiding because of its self-destructive potential. These, with parasitic 
behaviors affected people, become a source of illness for societies, thus they should be not blamed 
but rather healed. The presentation of non-aggressive way of global healing is part of this book, as 
well as focus of my work, based on importance of revealing the global harmony and preserving the 
abundance of life in all beauty, in its quantity and quality.  
 
The wrong interpreted philosophy produced an philo-anti-sophy, caused by leak of wisdom, 
introducing conflicting duality system, in which a planet Earth is in center of Solar system, since in 
direction opposed of the Sun, the next planet is Mars, related to war, desert and death, followed by 
Melek completely destroyed planet, transformed in shape of ring of asteroids, distributed along a 
former planetary distinct pathway around the Sun. Then follow the giant planets Jupiter and Saturn, 
as a deadly instead of protective planetary pear, which have replaced a Sun. Just bear in mind that 
within most of modern philosophical systems, the warship of Sun, as a source of Wisdom, Love, 
Light and Life, has been discarded as obsolete, and replaced with warship of Jupiter and Saturn 
pear, related to desert, war and death, or gamboling luck in best case, such as blessing in disguise.  
 
This wrong concept of wrong balance, which cause the fight of concurrence forces such as Life and 
Death, have just replaced the original self-supported unified concept based on respect, love and 
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success, thus couldn't match the all-pervasive background energy field, as fixed frame of fractal 
structure, therefore could not be of longevity, and should be replaced with native model, thus with 
concept of wisdom and love, i. e. the Sun in the middle of the Solar system.  
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Human organism within an energy field 
 
Human specie is member of collection of life species on planet Earth, which in harmony to each 
other represent the Life of planet Earth. All life species on Earth are normally in harmony with each 
other, but some of them such as more complex species, include in their genetic material, 
accordingly to scientific reports, information of all another simple species. This simple rule 
represents the base for hierarchy, which means that the more complex beings are more capable for 
overall harmony, due to better understanding the needs of another beings, which contribute in Life 
on Earth. Of this reasons, it is easy to understand the role of humanity as carriers of global and 
overall harmony on Earth. Not only human specie is capable to keep the order, but rather all another 
species ordered upon their complexity in kind of hierarchy, thus upon their capability to understand 
the others and to keep an overall order.  
 
Not only human beings are intelligent, but also the animals and plants. The more intelligent, the 
more capable to fulfill the role of responsible carrier of order-keepers, due to implementing 
awareness of planetary needs. The harmony of Earth is organized upon self-sustained principal, 
which is present allover the universe. Of this reasons, the harmony of Life on Earth, is of universal 
origin, being supported in every single moment with all-pervasive background field, organized 
within the frame of fractal geometry structure. This is the real nature of humanity. We should bear 
in mind, that we are not alone in universe that there are many celestial bodies allover, which are 
similar to Earth, thus care a life in similar or different form, capable to take part and to contribute in 
harmony with all-pervasive background field of universe. We could be aware of the matter of fact, 
that something wrong has happen here on Earth, some occasion which has affect the overall 
harmony of the planet so badly, due to influence on humanity, which has caused the global balance 
to be terribly disturbed, caused the planet to die, reducing the number of life species on it gradually. 
This time, the industrial development in wrong direction has been obviously caused the global 
destruction of balance, mostly due to wrong implemented philosophies and technologies, such as 
chemical, as weapon with intentional aim to reduce a Life on Earth at all. We could be aware of the 
matter of fact that, similar destruction of numerous life species has been already introduced along 
the huge period of time, of at least 50,000 years long. This time period corresponds to invasion of 
parasitic species on Earth, which have destructive influenced the life and harmony not only on 
Earth, but rather allover the universe. We will see, analyzing the behaviors of different species, 
which correspond to their genetic material, that the fauna has been attacked with numerous artificial 
made parasitic species, as pollution of harmony of Life on Earth and far beyond. This non-
intelligent destructive species well known as beasts, are not to be equalized neither with mankind, 
nor with animals or with aliens, which are contributing to overall harmony. We are going to discus 
more about this global issue in one of next captures.  
 
Let us take a closer look to the human body, from the viewpoint of electrical science, unified with 
different metaphysical sources, in order to put a light to an energy balance and energy exchange 
with environment. The human body, similar to the bodies of all another living beings is polarized, 
which means that it has direction within the directed field represented due to the matter of fact that 
we have head and bottom, as well as that the head is always on the top above on the body, rather 
then bottom. We could be aware of two common cases, concerning direction of the body within the 
environmental field, one as erected beings, mostly day over, directed along the radial terrestrial 
field, and another along the sleeping state, laying perpendicular to the radial terrestrial field.  
 
Let us first of all pull in awareness that the human individual body-soul-spiritual unique expression 
of Creator, along with some another factor of influence, is non dividable unit, the expression of 
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Whole, an apple-man form, imprinted within an universal energy frame of fractal geometry. 
Invisible human aura of an apple shaped, is nothing else but bioelectrical field around the human 
body, which is conductor of energy beam of standing wave quality. The column like shape of the 
human physical body is excited by an standing wave voltage vortexes which occurs within an 
electrical insulating environment, incoming from the ground reflected from the Core of the globe, as 
explained in previous chapter. This radiation of Solar origin, absorbed by the globe, reflected from 
the Core and transpassed through the Crust, is essential energy carrier, which supplies the human 
body from below. The standing wave, is going to be formed within the column like human body in 
resonant way, thus amplified in certain harmonics frequency range which would depend of body 
length, thus how tall the particular man is. The radio wave beam in microwave frequency range, 
focused, thus amplified within the body, is radiating toward the heaven transpassing all Heavens, 
accordingly to German mythology. As it is well known, an Irminsul of German mythology is a 
column like light of infinite non-measurable length, which indeed calls In-mir-Sul with plausible 
meaning. In Yoga metaphysics preserved in Hindu tradition, which is related to all European people 
as original, concerning the origin of European languages, this standing wave has been represented 
as helix of double waves, Ida and Pigala, symbolically represented as white and black snakes, of 
sinusoidal shape. In the matter of fact, it is about description of wave direction, since one vortex of 
standing wave is directed toward the Heaven and another is directed toward the Ground. The snakes 
as well as the whole energy beam are related to Kundalini Shakti, an energy source of enormous 
intensity. The laser like radio wave beam, connect the Core with all-pervasive background field of 
universe, thus with all Heavens, passing through the human body in the role of the lens amplifier 
and the bridge simultaneously.  
 
The nature of the standing wave beam is similar to the nature of light and sound, being of 
longitudinal properties, oscillating along the direction of propagation. Just remember about the 
knowledge about how the sound is going to appear within the pipe of blowing instruments, 
accordingly to the physics of acoustic occasions. In the pipe, which is excited at one end, an air 
column within will be caused to vibrate, forming resonant standing waves, of such a frequency, 
which matches a length of the pipe. In doing so, the longer pipe will produce a sound of lower 
frequency compared to shorter pipe. The difference in both cases consists of frequency range of 
oscillations, since in case of blowing instruments, the vibrations are of sound frequency range, and 
in case of human body the vibrations are of microwave radio frequency range. The main reason for 
such as big difference, based upon the difference in materials of which the resonant columns consist 
of, such as an air of environmental area, and organic material of human body. Furthermore, the 
positions on the human body along the middle line, at which an energy beam is of highest intensity, 
correspond to the positions of chakras, described in metaphysical traditional knowledge of Yoga as 
energy vortexes, or energy wheels. Exactly at these positions within the human body, are situated 
important vital organs, such as glands and the other vital organs. The reason why it is so is simple to 
get, since it is about an energy distribution along the energy beam, which corresponds to the body 
as an energy-conducting channel. With another words, the vital organs are going to be fed by the 
terrestrial energy focused within the human body as a waveguide.  
 
Let us consider how the self-sustained energy supplying system of the human body is organized in 
case of breathing. The invisible bioelectrical field around the human physical body, influence the 
molecules of an air in immediate environmental surrounding, being of organized, polarized energy 
structure. The bioelectrical field literally improves for a total energy level of an air molecules 
situated around the physical body. In this way, the air is going to be prepared for breathing before 
we breathe it in within our lungs. The breathing process thus, in natural way represents an 
additional feeding the body with energy. Accordingly to ancient Yoga treasury inheritance, the 
rhythmical breathing with full awareness about the process is going to additional impact the energy 
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absorption within the body-soul-spiritual unity of human being. This system of conscious breathing 
is well known under the name of Pranayama, since Prana represents the essential food – life energy.  
 
This is explanation of energy supply and distribution within the human body. As we could 
remember from our biology lessons, it was not clear how it is possible that human could spent a lot 
of more energy then it is introduced by food within the body. The missing explanation could be 
revealed based on understanding the energy exchange process between the living body and 
environmental area. Concerning the fractal model of all-pervasive background field, which explains 
the process of an energy distribution along the fractal unities, directed from higher to lower fractal 
level, along a hierarchy order, the description of energy distribution within the human body, 
completely matches within. Not only that the energy is going to be distributed along the different 
fractal levels, but rather among the units of the same or even similar level. In this way, we could 
give the energy to each other, exchanging it in resonant way among each other. If the way of 
exchanging the energy among each other matches the main energy distribution based on Love and 
giving, in resonant communication, as lovers do, we could even amplify an intensity of overall 
energy for all contributors. Just bear in mind, that lovers communication is always bidirectional. 
Furthermore, the communication as energy exchange, could take place in many different ways, such 
as for instance at spiritual level of communication combined with emotional energy exchange. In 
the case of absence of friction, the resonant amplification of energy, which oscillates between the 
lovers, could take place, involving additional energy of all-pervasive background field, within a 
total energy amount of energy exchange process in case of unified lovers couple. Involving a 
physical level of existence within the communication process, such as gentle physical contact, as 
well as all another physical senses, is going to additionally amplify an overall energy level. Of these 
reasons, the sexual relationship between a lovers must not be profane, but rather sacred, being the 
most complete way of exchanging an energy between each other, and far beyond, due to 
exchanging an energy between lovers couple as one unite, and gateway to universe, a next fractal 
level resonant body – the planet Earth as the Whole system. Being aware of these causalities, we 
could involve in our lovers communication a higher fractal level units, the whole planet Earth, 
loving the whole globe, through our lover. If this process take place in both directions then the most 
completely exchange of energy with universe could take place.  
 
Exactly this knowledge has been survived the millenniums preserved in old traditions such as in 
case of Hindu treasury inheritance. Excellent explained philosophies of Love are preserved in many 
philosophical systems, such as Bhakti Yoga, Tao of Love, Jesus Christ and Mohamed teaching, 
among many others. This teaching in general is based on Hebrew inheritance. Just to reiterate, the 
Hebrew is name of German, of Nimrod, re-unifier of Atlantis United Kingdoms, builder of Babylon 
tower, freshwater supply system. The Etruscan civilization which matches a Hercules occurrence, is 
synchronized with second re-union of United Atlantis Kingdoms around 15th century BC, the 
he(b)ro brauer who is a father of Germans, Syarabas, Russians and Serbs among the others, the son 
of Kush African ancient kingdom, covered by a huge number of pyramids, the famous Nab-Uk-Od-
Nab car. In opposite of modern societies, the Atlantis civilization is synonymous for freedom of any 
slavery, which represents foundation of unity and freedom, thus real prosperity.  
 
Let us go back to an explanation of an energy consumption of a human physical body, concerning 
an energy spearing due to implementing optimal motion methods. Dynamic of walking consists of 
alternating pending of four pendulums, as arms and legs which hang on shoulders and hips. 
Alternating pending in diagonal way causes the spine column to spin to the left and to the right side 
alternatively. Furthermore, an alternated spinning cause an excitation of the solar plexus, a middle 
point on the torso. This middle point of higher energy, supplied also by additional kinetic energy, 
control the speed of motion, due to inclination of the human body and frequency of alternating of 
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pending arms and legs. Of these reasons, we could be aware of feeling to be puled in front by 
walking and running, which significantly facilitates a body motion, thus spear the energy needed to 
be spent on this purpose. The faster the motion, the shorter the pendulums, since the arms and lags 
are going to band at the elbows and knees. Banding an arms and lags will cause additional power, of 
pending, and prolong the step of runners, increasing the weight at the end of the pendulums. The 
system in motion is excited by releasing a muscle tension in pulsing way, which would cause an 
additional spearing of energy. In this way, the motion system of the human body is optimized.  
 
We could reiterate, since everybody has made such an experience that we could walk across some 
heavy landscape with easy, much easier then across some smooth landscape without any barrier. 
This depends on energy provided on the particular terrain, as well as of our matching within an 
environmental area. The better matching in environmental area, will cause much easier motion, thus 
much less energy to spent for the same amount of invested effort.  
 
The human physical body is the temple of the soul, just like temples are the resonant buildings, 
which focus and amplify a terrestrial energy field and beam it across all Heavens, building in this 
way the bridge between the Core of Earth and all Heavens. In similar way as temples are 
communication devices, since the energy carrier beam could be modulated with information in form 
of sound, speech, music, feeling, and even though thoughts, regardless if they are in visual or audio 
format. Being aware of these simple facts, we could establish a direct communication with 
Heavens, receiving the messages with full awareness of the communication process. In such a case, 
people are more safe from subconsciously influence, which could take place. Of these reasons, 
explaining the communication process is of highest importance, since it preserves a people of 
influence of wrong, mean, falsifying forces, presented at lowest Heavens. The lowest Heavens 
related to ionosphere, but also to some another artificial implemented layers such as cellular 
telephony network, or similar. The falsifying entities are mostly abusing the natural temples, but 
also military equipment.  
 
A human physical body is build in such a way that every single organ plays not only a role within 
the whole, non dividable organism, but rather has its position within a body as an radio waveguide 
energy flow, to optimally contributes to an energy distribution along the body. Let us take a closer 
look to the energy container as Manipura chackra is, which corresponds to prostate. The prostate is 
a gland, which has a regulating function of sphincter, being of essential influence on sexual 
functions, playing also a role of energy container, and executive organ of will power. The shape of 
prostate is spherical, thus it includes one focus in the core of higher intensity of energy, similar to 
its crust which both consists of more dense tissue, being located within the directed and focused 
energy field present within the human body. We could recognize an obviously similarity to the 
planet Earth situated within an energy field radiated from the Sun. In similar way all the other vital 
organs are not only situated at certain places within the body, but rather accumulate an energy 
within their focuses, which number and location depend on shape, having immense impact on 
functionality of particular organs. For instance, kidneys are of ellipsoidal form, thus contain two 
focuses. The hart is accordingly to its shape three focal, and the energy field focused within the 
human body represents an energy supply system for the muscular pump, which contracts excited by 
rhythmical bioelectrical pulses. The head on the top of the body has a role of antenna with build in 
modulating and demodulating functions sub-devices. The head amplifies a half of wavelength 
frequencies of standing wave build within a whole body's waveguide, representing a resonant 
subsystem. Of these reasons the intensity of standing wave within a human head is higher then the 
intensity of the field within the rest of the body. This causes the visual effect of aura around the 
head, such as represented at the images of saints of numerous religions, which could be observed in 
twilight, and also could be captured by photographer devices under the certain circumstances.  
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The body as a whole organism, has been built as a closed loop system, supplied by the terrestrial 
energy field, a constitutive part of all-pervasive background life supported universal energy field. In 
this way, we as human beings are non-dividable constitutive parts of the universal field, pulsating in 
harmony with each other. Just being aware of this natural phenomenon is going to help everybody 
to better match within an environmental energy field, of overall universal benefits, based upon the 
increasing of the respect toward an intelligent energy source with which we are already all the life 
long unified.  
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Temples – the gates toward the Heavens 
 
The planet Earth is a resonant body, but also the Crust is formed accordingly to the resonant 
activities in harmony with dynamic of global electromagnetic field, in which it contributes in 
resonant way. The hills and mountains are resonant forms, which are all in natural way resonant 
bounded with each other, taking a part in global resonant network. The resonant forms in general 
are simple to explain using some well-known example, such as in many cases of acoustic 
resonance. So we could just remember to the bell or guitar as examples of resonant bodies. Since 
the nature of the terrestrial waves is also of acoustic properties, the geographic objects are also 
resonant bodies. The resonant way in which the different resonant bodies matched harmonically to 
each other are interacting together is similar to resonant answer of the guitar if nearby the 
resonantly matched bell rings, which would result in ringing of guitar, without touching the strings.  
 
The hills like an temples and monuments such as pyramids wide spread allover the world, are 
contributing additionally to the resonance of the global network, taking part in increasing of an 
intensity of focused terrestrial field, which beam out of all resonant objects toward the Heavens, 
building an famous Atlas columns, supporters of Life, as feedback carriers.  
 
We could be aware of the matter of fact that, first temples were always natural rocky hills or 
mountain peaks, even caves and valleys of immense acoustic properties. Another form of ancient 
temples, were huge monolithic stone monuments, such as Stone Hedge, among many others. 
However, human activities in rearranging a landscape to better match both acoustic resonances, 
which allows for overall harmony of the resonant landscape network, as well as agricultural need 
allowing for outbreak the freshwater springs at high altitudes, thus establishing an irrigation system 
and abundance of food and life at all.  
 
The resonant objects were always grouped, building together one new object of higher fractal order. 
The groups of resonant objects have been also related to each other, following a numerous laws 
depends on local needs, such as stabilizing seismic activities, and also allowing for multipurpose 
benefits.  
 
Just remember to the pre-antique civilization with Atlantis inheritance, and implementation of 
amphitheaters, labyrinths with a role of temples, since their shape has caused the terrestrial energy 
field to furthermore focus, thus to be amplified and then beamed across all Heavens. Their builder 
was the son of Kush kingdom, the same as an architect of Babylon tower. Let us reiterate the 
available information about the legendary tower, in order to out filter the true facts of false, then to 
put the light on its functionality from the most important point of view. It is well known who has 
destroyed the Babylon tower, since it is described in Bible. The reason why the tower has been 
destroyed, is also given, but incomplete, since it is grounded by revenge, and punishing for the leak 
of morality, since the Hebrews (Nimrods) follower have practiced the joy in love and vine, well 
known as Bacchanalia, an agricultural related ritual of fertilization. The Lord who has destroyed the 
Babylon tower, has punished the people by mixing their languages, dividing them in groups, and 
forced them to fight against each other, is exactly the same one who has been released the Israel 
from Pharaoh slavery, and then has been divided the people in two teams and forced them to fight 
each other. It was the same Lord who has been demolished the Minoan Labyrinth through Theseus 
and replaced the society structure based on freedom, with society model based on slavery. 
However, the information about Babylon tower is kept until recently thanks the information about 
ancient seventh World Wonder, to which list the Hanged Gardens of Semiramis belongs. 
Accordingly to the descriptions of monument, the Babylon tower was built in form of cup, without 
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peak. On the plateau on the top above, there was a temple. The spiral way has been build around the 
tower, up to the top, along which the hanged plants have been arranged, making the wonderful 
tower extraordinary attractive. But, the main question where all the water came from, necessary to 
drain such a big quantity of plants, has still remained in darkness. It must look like magic, that the 
freshwater spring has been present as an integral part of the tower. As we could see, the freshwater 
springs which outbreaks at higher altitudes are related to the pressure. Not mechanical pressure is 
always important to force the water to flow upwards, against the gravity, but rather the voltage 
pressure. The terrestrial energy field focused within the tower in resonant way, has pulled up the 
water, and caused the freshwater spring to outbreak at high altitude. The water has flew down, 
following the spiral pathway, irrigated not only the hanged gardens of Semiramis, but rather the 
wide area of fertile fields spread around the tower. In this way, the greater surface of fields could be 
processed, then without this advanced irrigation system.  
 
Then we could also remember implementation of obelisks, such as Irminsuls, as well as old threes 
which calls testaments, which also have been implemented as temples, long time. Then we should 
be aware of long term use of castle-hills, the crowns on the top of the hills, as additional amplifiers 
of terrestrial field already focused within the hills, which contribute to intensity of a total terrestrial 
field, allowing much better the underground freshwater to flow upwards and to outbreak on places 
of need. Furthermore, convenient temples, such as churches, synagogues, and mosques, as well as 
many other buildings with acoustic properties, contribute resonantly to intensify the field also in 
both local and global aspects of resonant landscape network.  
 
All the temples are of acoustical resonant properties, combined with purpose of focusing terrestrial 
standing waves caused by architecture of fractal structure, refracting a field to easier match an all-
pervasive background morphogenous field. Of these reasons, spending a time within the temples is 
mostly very pleasant and could cause exciting of self-healing processes, just by recovering 
eventually lost balance.  
 
The far the temples as resonant buildings, focusing terrestrial energy beam, the more the people 
within could be pulled up, so their own standing wave beam focused within their bodies could be 
established, through matching to the temples energy flow. Exactly this process is influenced by 
wrong teaching, so the people although open for communication are obviously intentionally 
confused to need a translator, a leader. Instead of to be helpers to contribute to overall harmony, the 
leaders are liars, an general representatives between the Heavens and Earth, who insist to involve in 
harmony the destroyer of harmony, who insist to unify with their Lord, who gave them an illusive 
feeling that they are mighty if they are ready to be demolisher, as well as their Lord is. In this way, 
are the temples abused, and instead to serve to harmony with universe, they serve as weapon for 
control the people, to disturb them in their destinies, taking illegally part as contributors, as leaders, 
as appliers of an evil destinies, equalizing evil and good, accordingly to their falsified philosophies, 
just for their own benefits. This should not be a blaming of priesthood at all, because most of them 
are just beautiful people, capable for love and harmony, but rather appeal on them to open their 
harts and minds and to follow the unity within themselves, the unity based on love, rather than on 
ambitions, or keeping an obviously wrong traditions, build within the canon, the rules of their order.  
 
The thalassocracy is abused to mislead the people, of mighty leaders who are on the top above the 
blind structures of uniformed soldiers who are ready to execute command, regardless of content, 
even though to suicide just to respect a commander. This madness must be stopped. The Atlantis 
civilization, as expression of harmony, love, unity, peace and prosperity, still present allover the 
world, just hidden in front of our faces, has dive under the waves in ozone layer, due to abusing the 
thalassocracy to rule over the people. The poisonous Warlord has been climbed on the top above the 
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government pyramid as a governor, just like the genetic graft sequence is artificial bounded on the 
top above the genetic material in every single cell of cuckoo, resulting in parasitic species of giants, 
Titans, shearing common behaviors among each other, killing a children as sacrifice victims to 
prolong their government, to be mighty rulers who implement a brutal force, just to show who is 
commander from the top above. Obviously, the mighty governors, affected with cuckoo poison, are 
ill. Because there is a lot of them allover the world, it would be possible to heal them exposing them 
to the anti-genome medicament based upon the grafted sequence of cuckoo inheritance material.  
 
Removing the self-destructive obviously artificial made parasitic species polluted by cuckoo genetic 
graft globally, would lead to healing a planet Earth of their destructive influence. Using the genetic 
sequence which destroys a harmony of life, as filter, we are going to remove all similar parasites at 
once, thus to set free all the world, of their demolishing influence. We have nothing to loose, in 
doing so, but just to win, because, the Warlords are leading the humanity to global self-destruction, 
with an intentional aim to reduce a life on Earth on cellular level, accordingly to the broadcasting 
information, due to their bragging behaviors, and obvious leak of intelligence.  
 
Everyone who can contribute to this process of global healing to be implemented the far the better, 
should take an active part within. It is our common responsibility, thus we should not wait that 
someone else fulfill this job instead of us, as far as we can do this. Maybe you know somebody who 
is working at such companies and can organize a small quantity of medicament, an anti-parasites 
medication of wide range, based on cuckoo graft genetic sequence. This could be used as base for 
producing a homeopathic medication, which could without any risk be implemented globally.  
 
Releasing the planet Earth of enormously widespread parasites of cuckoo families is going to 
provide the base for healing of all deceases, a base to reveal and reestablish already allover the 
world present Atlantic civilization, and far beyond the planetary borders. Not a single cuckoo egg is 
welcome to stay within the nest, the planet Earth, as in this particularly case it is, neither nor within 
the nest representative of any higher order of fractal structure. It is not an aim to reduce a number of 
parasites but rather to remove them completely, the faster the better, in order to preserve the planet 
Earth of total disaster, which has been obviously intentionally introduced by militant thalassocracy, 
which is imitating a cuckoo behaviors. Some of negative behaviors which could be recognized as 
global parasitic illness are cruelty, killing, madness, brutality, sadism, masochism, misanthropy, 
manipulation, double morality, punishing, bloodshed, greediness, hostage keeping, crippling, 
demolishing, terrifying, magnifying suffering of pain, addiction, slavery... These are signs of 
seriously infection, by Titanic parasites of cuckoo giant arts, such like hornets as giant honeybees, 
who are killing them, giant band worms, who falsified reports in feedback of body they have take as 
hostage, giant squids, pollution of plankton being poisonous and multiplying enormously fast, and 
of course cuckoo, adopted children who kills and replace original children, but also hostage 
stepparents who feed them till they grow up.  
 
Removing the cuckoo parasites out of life at all, we are going to heal the planet with all living 
beings, such as the case would be by removing a parasites, such like band works from affected 
hostage, such as for instance sheep, which could recover again if the parasites are removed at proper 
time, just not too late.  
 
The temples could be used on global healing purpose, which is their originally sense of existence, 
since they are amplifiers of terrestrial waves, which could be modulated with appropriate healing 
information, intended to be spread allover the world. Let us just explain how the holy water is going 
to be prepared, to better understand the process of healing. The vessel for holy water is going to be 
filled with water, unless the water surface starts to response on the priests voice by waving on its 
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surface. The priest is singing trying to match the resonance of temple. The soon the resonant 
conditions are matched, an information within the vessel is going to be modulated on the standing 
wave beam as a carrier radio signal resonant built within the temple. Since the beam is bidirectional, 
the information will be sent and received simultaneously, so that water is going to get the proper 
healing qualities, accordingly to actual needs, being instantly connected to all-pervasive background 
field. In case of making a holy water, the water is going to be informed with holy content of 
Heavens origin. In case of global medication, the information is going to be spread across the 
ionosphere to another beams, as well as reflected from the Core and radiated in all directions, thus 
being available in this way worldwide.  
 
The human body could also be used as carrier of medical information, in similar way such as a 
homeopathic medicament is affecting the body. The soon the sugar informed by carrier of medical 
information is dissolved within the body liquid, the modulation to the carrier beam will take place, 
since the implosion vortex is going to appear as result of chemical dissolving process, which would 
then match the structure of main energy beam, and send the information in both directions, along 
the beam. The methodology is discussed and introduced by Russian scientist Kosiryev at 
seventieths last century, which has resulted in detailed scientific explanation and famous 
experimental equipment, Kosiryev mirror, among the wide range of applications.  
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Fractal patterns in nature 
 
All nature is full of just beautiful fractal expressions of universe. The fractal patterns are results of 
recursive mathematical expressions, which appear in many different forms, following always the 
same principle. As described in previous chapters, the fractal patterns are just expression of 
resonance force, of whole universe which harmoniously repeats in its own deep structure. We could 
see, the world consists of energy vortexes within the vacuum, organized in fixed frame structure, 
which includes all occurrences. Planet Earth is just one of the fractal patterns expressions, since it is 
one of many in universe. The similar pattern is observed in case of to the particular objects of the 
Crust, which all reflect the universal causalities. The mountains are results of tectonic forces, as 
expression of resonant response to the global harmony, thus, it is possible to recognize a patterns 
which repeat, such as shown at the next images. The image left represents the part of Himalaya 
Mountains, and right is Colorado Canyon. The both geographic structures are of similar fractal 
structure, which is to find allover in nature.  
 

 
In similar way are organized for instance clouds, waves, leaves, feathers, corals, crystal structures, 
cells within the tissue, and everything else... The growing process of living beings also follow the 
fractal pattern, such as it is shown below in case of nettle and corals.  
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Honeycomb fractal structure is easy to recognize as geometry pattern of the flower of life, and 
broccoli has also beautiful structure, but not only the taste. In the matter of fact the structure is 
storage for energy, thus the fractal patterns of the living beings help the energy to focus within and 
to feed the living beings additionally, which leave within the structure or the structure consists of.  
 

 
 
At the next image the fractal structure of the peacock feathers is shown, along with the nest of a star 
fish, build by mail gender fish, in order to focus the terrestrial energy in center of the nest, using a 
fractal structure of the nest, the place where exactly in center the female is going to spawn. The fish 
eggs are going to be supply with additional life supporting energy, which is going to make their 
growth much easier, thus to enlarge the chance to survive.  
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At this place, I'd like to present one beautiful example of intelligence of animals such as in many 
cases it takes place allover the world in the nature. The hero in this particular story is one mountains 
osprey, the eagle like big bird, which use to hunt the fish in one clear water mountain lake. The 
story originates of Viktor Schauberger, famous upon many important inventions, although he was 
just a forest keeper by profession. Viktor Schauberger, who use to live in Austria, at the first half of 
last century, became famous thanks to the book assembled of papers and briefs remained after him, 
published by his children. The book “A Life of Learning of Nature”, from Jane Cobbald written 
upon the original material, is full of valuable information about life and work of Viktor 
Schauberger.  
 
The famous story about osprey, began at one beautiful sunny day, when the forest keeper has a 
brake, and has enjoy the marvelous view to the mountain landscape. One huge osprey, who flight 
close to the lake surface in huge cycles, has attracted his attention. The patiently observer, as Viktor 
Shauberger were, has saw the number of big fishes which lays at the ground of the lake, 
approximately three meters deep. The osprey flew around, slowly increasing the altitude of his 
flight, simultaneously slowly decreasing the size of circle pattern of his, vortex like pathway. Since 
an event which takes place, just in front of his face, was unusual, the attention of observer was even 
sharper then usual. After few flight cycles, Viktor has noticed that the fishes have started to swim, 
following the same pathway pattern as an osprey, just much easier. The far the osprey has climb at 
the altitude of approximately 240 m over the lake surface, his circle pathways patterns were of 
pretty small size. The fishes have reached simultaneously the highest point of their trajectory, 
swimming just under the surface of the lake. The far the sharp eye osprey has seen the fish school 
came close enough to the surface of the lake; he swooped down and caught one of the big fishes 
with his claws.  
 
The reason why we know that an ospreys highest point was at 240 meters over the lake surface, lies 
in the permittivity ratio, thus the ratio of electrical insulation properties of water and air, which 
amounts exactly 80 in the case of freshwater. The ospreys flight pathway, matches the pathway 
shape of voltage vortex in the air, produced usually by the wind blow, or lets say by telluric 
activities. An osprey has simulated the natural trajectory of voltage vortex in the air, which has 
affected exactly the same shape of voltage vortex to be formed within the water, just more 
compressed in shape, and 80 folds as stronger in intensity as in the air. The fish, which are very 
sensitive on environmental electricity, use to follow the pathway, which seemed to be part of 
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natural process, of terrestrial energy distribution, but the realm was that the osprey has generated 
the voltage vortex with intention to pull the fish up toward the surface of the lake, in order to catch 
his prey.  
 
We could be aware that the nature is just full of similar examples. It should not be a wonder 
concerning the fractal universal frame, which describes nothing else but just the patterns of all-
pervasive background energy-matter field, the foundation of universe. There is no reason to do not 
implement in wide range the model of fractal universe, with an aim to better match the harmony 
with our environmental surrounding. There are many intelligent beings of another species, which 
already enjoy the benefits of implementing the fractal universal model, such as in case of ospreys. 
There is not plausible reason why we, the human beings, should not implement it also, since the 
benefits are enormously huge. It would just be necessary to pay special attention to responsible, 
secure development and usage, in order to preserve environmental equilibrium. The fractal-based 
methodology could be introduced in wide range of applications, as well as for organizational 
purposes just like in case of osprey, who has implemented the principal as methodology to optimize 
the results of hunt.  
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Cause of disharmony and collapse 
 

We could see that human body has properties of the temple of the soul, so that any human could be 
capable to communicate with full consciousness to the world at all. Normally, to establish the 
communication it would be necessary to implement some selective filters, or to keep certain rules, 
otherwise the communication is going to be disturbed by many people who intended to use the same 
communication channel at the same time. The intentionally implemented disturbance of this kind of 
native communication between an Earth and all Heavens, as well as allover the globe, is not 
welcome, because of disturbing the feedback to the Universe, thus the natural supported harmony, 
on global level of existence. Therefor, this intentional act is irresponsible, since it equals to amok 
running, accordingly to the tragically actual global situation.  
 
This abusing of thalassocracy, has to be stopped and removed. The main reason why some people 
are doing so, based upon the blindness, accordingly to the wrong traditions, but also due to the lack 
of braveness to recognize the true and to serve the whole, the life, the joy, instead of to serve the 
death. Because of fear, too many people are ready to be involved in demolishing the life and 
harmony not only of their neighbors but also rather of their own. Instead to blame them, it would be 
advisable to find a real cause of this global decease and to remove it.  
 
Not a human is fault, but rather a cuckoo!  
 
The real cause of global disaster is long-term invasion of cuckoo parasitic families, which have 
been spread allover the world enormously, affecting simultaneously all mighty structures among the 
humanity. The human affected by parasitic decease, change themselves in so far, that they are not 
more capable to keep the harmony to the whole, thus also not with their next environment, 
producing always more and more damage to themselves as well as overall. Furthermore, they take 
over the behaviors of parasites, imitating them and implementing their behaviors in everyday 
activities, calling this being intelligent. Even if it would be seldom, as it is not, only a few of such a 
sick people on responsible positions, would cause a huge damage to the whole organizations or 
society they are members of. To preserve the people, as well as the Life on Earth at all, we have to 
remove all parasitic species at once efficiently and fast, healing in doing so all affected person 
allover the world. Obviously, whoever represent themselves as co-creator, developing cuckoo 
species on Earth, is high technology developed, but not capable to keep the harmony. They found a 
way to influence and even to enslave a human, pushing them to act destructively against each other, 
exposing their own behaviors to the affected human, in mean hidden way. Thus, not the human are 
fault, although infected, but rather the cuckoo.  
 
We have all the time to bear in mind, that affected person are in symbiotic relationship with 
parasites, protecting them of being destroyed, fighting for their own life, being equalized with these 
parasitic species. Furthermore, such kind of person are always related to might, ruling, governing, 
ambitions, making destructive decisions in the name of others, of selfish reasons and even though 
they are intending to self-destroy. Of these reasons it is not advisable to involve them in this process 
of global healing because they are wrong judges, wrong healers, wrong teachers, wrong leaders, 
wrong authorities, thus incompetent for the job of global healing, being involved in global disaster. 
Implementing the combination of suggested medication methods, we are going to high efficiently 
and non polutivelly affect not only cuckoo species, but rather their creators who share the same 
genetic material with them. The global healing method implements modulation of an all-pervasive 
background field with medical information against these parasites. This filtering method represents 
the fly flap of brave tailorhood, who use to kill all seven flies at once, as well as giants who have 
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terrorized the kingdom.  
 
Concerning the worldwide spread falsified practice of wrong traditional healing methods, 
implementing terrifying, killing, bleeding, sacrificing the life of living beings, it is necessary to 
remember how wrong it is, pulling up in awareness the matter of fact that such a wrong traditions 
have a common source, in order to prevent demolishing of living beings to take place. It is not 
possible to heal the parasitic illness with pain reducing medication. In similar way, it is also not 
possible to heal some illness without to remove the cause. Also reducing a number of parasites, 
removing them one after another, is not efficient healing method. Taking an illness from one patient 
and transfer it to another, could not be accepted as healing. Of these reasons, we should remove 
illness source high efficiently.  
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Unified methods of global healing 
 
The methodology of global healing which aim is to reveal a lost ecological equilibrium consists of 
unifying of several medication methods, of both modern and traditional origin. This is a high 
efficiently, non-polluting method, which aim is to remove just a parasitic species, in order to induce 
a self-healing process globally. The DNA based filter is implemented, which would allow for fast 
removing of parasites and revealing of the global harmony.  
 
It is appeal to everybody who could take part in producing a medicament based on anti-genome of 
cuckoo DNA sequence, artificial grafted on the top above of genetic material presented in any 
single cuckoo cell, to do this without to hesitate. Furthermore, it would be necessary to produce a 
homeopathic medication based upon this anti-parasitic medication of wide operational range. Such 
a homeopathic medication would be high efficient to implement globally, if applied in high enough 
quantity long enough period of time. To produce homeopathic medication, it is necessary to 
transmit the information of medicament to the colloidal chain of molecules of water, just dissolving 
a small quantity of medicament in a lot of water, such as one gram to hundred liters or less, and 
shake it few weeks long. Then what remains is to implement such water to the sugar, which after 
drying becomes carrier of information, a homeopathic medication. The modulation of the 
background field take place in dissolving process in presence of standing wave beam, since the 
chemical process of dissolving sugar in fluid results with imploding vortex. Of this reason it is 
simplest way to transmit the information to the carrier signal, such as Inmirsul, which could be 
amplified using a temple, or similar resonant building, regardless if it is human made or natural 
contributing part of resonant landscape network, spread allover the world, as network of hills, 
mountains, lakes, rocks, valleys and so on.  
 
To increase efficiency, it would be possible to implement the resonant vessels with water solution, 
and to place them within the terrestrial beam of some temple, regardless if it is human made 
building or natural resonant object. This would be advisable to apply on as many places, and in as 
many diverse applications as possible, to avoid disturbance of healing process and to increase the 
chances for success. The modulating process is similar to the producing a Holy Water, in Christian 
rituals. The level of water in vessel determined the resonant frequency of the vessel, such as in case 
of wineglass sound. Since the resonant frequency of the vessel filled with water must match the 
acoustic resonance of the temple, the priest is singing his prayers, matching with his own voice 
acoustic resonant of the temple, simultaneously filling the vessel with water. The soon the acoustic 
resonance is matched, the surface of water in vessel start to response on priest voice, and to wave. 
Excitation of the water in vessel by the voice in acoustic resonance is essential for exposing the 
water in vessel to the beneficial influence of standing wave beam, focused resonantly in temple. In 
this way, the modulation of the carrier beam could take place, just dissolving the homeopathic 
medication in form of sugar within the water.  
 
Using the same principle, a huge number of different resonant applications could be implemented 
on the same purpose, such as for instance a vessel hanged over the fireplace, situated in the middle 
of the home, covered by pyramidal or cup like roof, such as for instance in case of northern 
American traditional tents, tipis. The reason why it is so, lays in the nature of fire flame, which is 
also of standing wave properties, thus forming a vortex. This is explanation of healing using 
aromatherapy or just simple implementing spices by cooking a meal. Essential is geometry of home 
place. The intensity of the process could be magnified using a simple fractal structures, such as 
arranging a numerous tipis in circle, forming a flower shaped structure. Depends on number of 
community members, the particular flowers could be arranged in circle, to build the bigger flower 
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like structure. The middle circle of such arranged flower structure is fireplace, used for ceremonies, 
with an aim to improve communication with Holy Spirit, all heavens. Of this reason, the place for 
establishing such a camp was also important, since it should match the resonance with 
environmental surrounding, in resonant way, in order to support the harmony in bidirectional way, 
based on respect and love.  
 
This understanding is essential to allow for respect of traditional treasuries and methods preserved 
by many different people worldwide. Shearing such an information which explains the principals of 
working of such traditional medicine, just using a reasonable mind, among worldwide public, is 
going to enlarge respect not only toward the particular people as a keepers of such traditions, but 
also the respect of their role in supporting the harmony and unity of any single unique expression of 
universe, allover the world, regardless if it is a living being, a rock, or any part of planet, of 
Heavens, of Whole. This is the simple way to blow a way the fog of misunderstanding, as a cause 
of classifying such a valuable traditional practices as superstition. This kind of practicing, which 
supports human relationship with environment to be in harmony, should not be secret but rather 
sacred. Explaining the principles of work, is not going to damage a sacred but rather to enlarge 
respect, and to involve a lot of more people to take part in such a practice allover the world. There is 
no place for concurrency, neither loving a nature and harmony, and taking part in such ceremonies, 
could in any way produce any shad to any other organization or institution. The merging process 
should take place, instead of dividing in different teams, who fight against each other producing a 
disaster and waste, locally and globally.  
 
Modulating the standing wave with healing information, all-pervasive background field is going to 
be informed, thus the healing process is going to take place allover the universe. Do not let any 
chance to cuckoo parasites to stay alive – not a single one! Save the Life and Harmony on Earth 
instead, and help humanity to turn back in original role of being human, rather then being mighty 
amok runners without any future.  
 
Although, the artificial grafted parasitic giant-dwarfs species of cuckoo families are numerous, they 
have caused, by affecting the humanity, the death of over 15,000 species, along just six past years. 
To heal a mighty people of being mighty and making wrong decisions, it is necessary to remove the 
cuckoo parasite species globally. Then, the process of revealing the balance, and cleaning the 
elements could succeed.  
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United universal forces 
 
We should be aware of the matter of fact, that we are not alone in universe. Numerous species from 
allover the universe, are just a members of one huge family, capable to live in harmony together, 
based on shearing love, peace, and light among each other. Some of them are more advanced, some 
of them are less advanced, but any of species is specialized to fulfill some tasks better and easier 
then the others. So, we could be aware of presence of elemental forces, which build together the 
life-giving, life-creating cross, well known as JHVH, or Jehovah, the harmony of life. The human 
beings are also, among the others, already spread allover the universe. The place of human is 
however in all four elementary kingdoms at once, being a unifier of them based on love. It matches 
also every single elementary being, so called angel, which are just more related to one of elements, 
due to their specialization. Of these reasons, we all belong together, the far, the better we are 
capable to communicate to each other. The awareness about our tasks and aims, keep us together, 
and lead us toward a common aim, keeping a harmony with the whole universe. There is not a place 
for parasitic beings of cuckoo families who just disturb the process of revealing of demolished 
balance on Earth and beyond, who are accordingly to their behaviors representatives of so called 
fallen angels, which are not to replace with angel forces already present on Earth, accordingly to 
their own behaviors and aims, who are contributing together with all human, to reestablish unified 
Atlantis global civilization, and reveal the harmony at all.  
 
Just bear in mind that the elemental forces are already present allover. They are just more or less 
hidden, depends on their tasks, but they are ready to make a contact with us, and to support the life 
and harmony together with us. It is easy to recognize if somebody is interfered by cuckoo, since 
these people try to imitate the behaviors of parasitic species, similar to people which are infected by 
band worms, and couldn't stop eating.  
 
Bear in mind, that many people are misinformed about their presence, since the angel forces have 
often different shape as they have expected, so they are attacked, hunted and even terrified and 
killed, in the name of God. This is to be avoided. These beautiful beings are to be respected, 
accordingly to many benefits, which could be results of such relationship based on love and 
freedom. This tragically case actually occurs with mermaids, human ancestors, who are 
accommodated to live in element of water, similar to dolphins. Although the mermaids are the 
beings from fairy tails, we should be aware of numerous ancient reports of our ancestors, about real 
presence of such specie. Some examples of reports are Greece myths, which represent a real tails, 
such as sagas. We could remember to an Odysseys journey in wrong direction, after the Troy war, 
where the mermaids have serve as keepers of harmony and unity of Atlantis civilization, thus were 
against the destructive forces, whom serve Odyssey. However they have not hurt him.  
 
An older story is related to NUON, He-breu-vin, Cherub, a legendary constructor of Babylon tower, 
who has been documented in many artifacts, represented as sun of mermaids. We just have to 
remember that he has reunified Atlantis united kingdoms, as well as Hercules after him, establisher 
of Etruscan culture.  
 
Another story is related to Dogonen, an Africa people, who use to meet the mermaids, several 
hundreds years ago and to get valuable information, which have significantly improved their 
existential level.  
 
Unfortunately, there are some non-seldom reports about of disturbing the mermaids in doing their 
missionary work worldwide. There are also non seldom cases of terrifying them, or keeping them 
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imprisoned. This madness should stop. Nobody has right to terrify them, to hate angels, and to stop 
them contributing to overall harmony. If you can help these beings, please do this without to 
hesitate. Be aware of the matter of fact that some of them could be hurt, and of these reasons could 
have a leak of trust. Although it is so, they need to be loved, and understood, thus supported rather 
then limited in performing their missionary work. Free Willy as far as you can, but not violently, 
the far the better.  
 
These beings are Jehovah children, and are well known among the natives as nature keeper. They 
are to be treated with respect and love. Only in this way, the unity is going to be established, the 
unity and harmony, based on love. Please don't fight against these angels’ beings. Feel free to make 
your own decisions accordingly to your own reasonable mind and love, rather then mislead with 
own fear and even hate toward someone who just looks different then you are.  
 
We should be aware of presence of Loki, of German mythology, with cuckoo behaviors, who 
bragged to can get any body shape he wants. The form of the body is not of essential importance, as 
the content of the body as a temple of the soul. In doing so, it is easier to recognize the cuckoo, 
since the soul is possible to feel.  
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Conclusion 
 
It is necessary to recognize, that not a human is fault, but rather a cuckoo. There are numerous 
common behaviors shared among the cuckoo family species, which disturb humanity, initializing 
destructive activities. It is plausible that, by removing a cause of illness – all titanic, giants, 
artificial, parasitic, amok running, and cuckoo family species at once, worldwide, the global healing 
could be efficiently fulfilled. The far the cause of global illness is removed, the genesis process, 
which is always present in background field, is going to take more efficiently place. Of these 
reasons, efficiently removing the parasitic cuckoo species is of highest priority, and doesn't tolerate 
any delay, accordingly to the enormous catastrophe range, by which the whole life on Earth, and far 
beyond, is actually affected.  
 
In similar way as one living being affected by parasites, such as for instance in case of sheep 
infected with band worms, nested within her digestive tract as non invited guests, would cause the 
sheep to die, the far the parasites are removed using appropriate medication, the sheep is going to be 
healed, if the medication would be applied at the proper time, thus not too late. It would not be 
advisable to hunt and to kill the parasitic band worms one after another manually, but rather all at 
once using appropriate medication. Exactly in similar way, but on higher fractal level, the global 
healing could take place, by removing all parasitic species at once, which share the same genetic 
sequence grafted on the top above of their DNA string, such as in case of cuckoo species.  
 
The high efficiently filtering method represents a fly flap of brave tailorhood, who use to kill all 
seven flies at once, as well as giants who have terrorized the kingdom. The tailor is a weaver of life 
web and harmony, so we all are contributing in global life, harmony and love, participating in being 
of brave tailorhood, who is individual although having a lot of hands.  
 
The suggested global healing process consists of efficiently and urgently removing of parasitic 
cuckoo species worldwide. In doing so, all affected living beings are going to be set free from these 
mean hidden parasites, which obviously have been infected the planet to long time, causing many 
times a lot of life species on Earth to die. Now, it is arrived the time for cuckoos to be removed 
from the life on Earth and far beyond. This would avoid the life on Earth to collapse, and allow the 
conditions to reveal the harmony of all living beings capable to live together and to share all, for life 
necessary resources among each other. This would represent basic conditions for long term peace, 
and real prosperity, based on harmony, love, light, and unity. This vision I'd try to explain in more 
details in further books, highlighting a pragmatically implementation, with an aim to avoid any 
collapse, neither environmental nor economic or industrial.  
 
 
 
 
 
Vladimir Mikael 
Berlin, 2015  
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The author needs financial support to complete his work. Since the content of work is of common 
good, an available eBooks are cheep or free of charge. If some of offered books are expensive, it is 
a gag, which means that you could get this book free of charge otherwise, such as at  
 
http://artlandscape.weebly.com/store 
 
To get for life necessary financial support, the number of supporters, or donors is essential. Of this 
reasons, I'd like to please you to contribute by donating as far as you can. The simplest way is to 
purchase a virtual eBook in number of peaces you'd like, which you could of course get for free at  
 
The Bermudian Triangle Global-Healing Performance 
 
and spreading a word about, recommended, the far you are agree with content and ideas, presented 
in books, which intended to represent one Whole Unity, transmitting repetitively in many different 
ways the same essential idea, method, and aim – the harmony of universe, based on universal love, 
understanding of essential principles, which are easy to re-implement in everyday life, supporting in 
doing so, an abundance of life.  
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